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Abstract

External force system acting on the pulley outer surface is non-linearly varying frictional force as
produced by the belt on the pulley. This paper deals with dynamics of arm of belt drive pulley using
unbalanced couple approach, by computer simulation, and with analysis of armload variation. Equilibrium
of rim is considered assuming it as thin. The arm is subjected to varying load. The expression for the
intensity of the frictional force per unit length of the arc of contact is found. This arc of contact is divided
into angle of iteration taken at a time for analysis that is further sub-divided into number of divisions.
Resultant frictional force is found by summing up the elemental frictional force coming on elemental
portion of rim. Here an iterative algorithm is suggested to find armload variation. From equilibrium of this
elemental portion of rim armload is calculated. There are two possible solutions of this equilibrium
equation: (1) Resultant frictional force is passing through the tip of the arm at the arm–rim interface.
(2) Resultant frictional force is not passing through the tip of the arm at the arm–rim interface, but
somewhere away from it. In this case the arm has to supply some couple to maintain the equilibrium. When
the arm is unable to provide or some other mechanism is unable to provide the reaction couple at arm–rim
interface, there is momentary loss of contact between the belt and the rim, causing belt flutter. The stress
under vibration is then calculated and compared with previous results. The results of this approach are
more refined as compared with previous results.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A flat belt drive is designed by limiting the maximum tension Tt according to the permissible
tensile stress specified for the belt material [1–5]. Pulley material is generally cast iron or cast steel.
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Pulleys with less than 100 mm diameters are like solid discs. A pulley with diameter less than
600 mm has 4 arms and for diameter more than 600 mm; has 6 arms. The cross section of arm is
generally elliptical with major axis equal to twice the minor axis. Rectangular as well as circular
cross-sections are sometimes used. The arms are checked to determine bending stress considering
them to be cantilever beams fixed in the hub and carrying a concentrated load at the rim end. The
length of cantilever is taken equal to radius of the pulley [6–9].
In case of driven pulley, it is assumed that, at any given time, the power is transmitted from the

hub to the rim, through half the total number of arms [6–10]. The rim is not sufficiently thick that,
it can distribute the load amongst all the arms and hence the assumption of only half the number
of arms sharing the load equally is made. The belt tension variation over the angle of lap given by
Tt ¼ Tse

mj: The portion of pulley under the angle of lap is subjected to non-linearly varying
frictional force and the arms changing their position every instant, gives a feeling that the
assumption of equal load distribution amongst the arm seems unrealistic. In absence of
information regarding load variation as a function of its position, rim thickness, pulley diameter,
number of arms, loading conditions and material properties, the design of arm is based on this
assumption [6–10]. Also it is difficult to visualize the range of thickness for which the thin rim
assumption is realistic.
This practice is followed since a long time and failure of arms is not reported from industries.

So the need was not felt to analyze this problem and prove the validity of this assumption. The
above discussion created a need of developing mathematical model of armload variation as a
function of, torque to be transmitted, number of arms, thickness of rim, diameter of pulley,
properties of rim material, any other relevant parameter.
The model so evolved should be used to optimize the rim thickness to get desired load

variation of the arm. But manufacturing consideration may force to keep the rim thickness
above optimum. However, the model will be useful from the point of view of controlling armload
variation. This pattern of load variation of arm will be useful in investigating the stress under
vibration.
This paper deals with analysis of armload variation. Equilibrium of rim is considered assuming

it as thin. The arm is subjected to varying load. The expression for the intensity of the frictional
force per unit length of the arc of contact is found. This arc of contact is divided into angle of
iteration taken at a time for analysis that is further subdivided into number of divisions. Resultant
frictional force is found by summing up the elemental frictional force coming on elemental
portion of rim. From equilibrium of this elemental portion of rim armload is calculated. There are
two possible solutions of this equilibrium equation:

1. Resultant frictional force is passing through the tip of the arm at the arm–rim interface.
2. Resultant frictional force is not passing through the tip of the arm at arm–rim interface, but

somewhere away from it. In this case the arm has to supply some couple to maintain the
equilibrium. When the arm is unable to provide or some other mechanism is unable to provide
the reaction couple at arm–rim interface, there is momentary loss of contact between the belt
and the rim, causing belt flutter.

In this paper using equilibrium of rim, the force variation acting on the arms is calculated using
an iterative algorithm. To find out response of the arm subjected to this load, an equivalent
spring–mass–damper system is created and this forcing function is given to the system. The
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variation of armload is highly non-linear which forced us to use the concept of impulse response.
Converting the variation of force as series of impulses, we solved the equation of motion. Here
free vibration case is considered, as we have to compare the results with previous results by Singru
and Modak [12]. This work was first attempt to find dynamic and vibration response of pulleys
of a flat belt drive. From this stress under vibration is found out. This approach of
considering equilibrium of rim gave us more refined results over the previous approach and
hence presented [12].

1.1. Literature review

Modak et al. suggested three approaches for the analysis of the armload variation exclusively
for torque transmission from rim to the shaft through arms of the pulleys [11]:

1. Equal distribution of load zone by the arm based on highly simplified assumption.
2. Equilibrium of rim portion.
3. Qualitative analysis of a suggestion for an approach by finite element method.

Singru and Modak performed computer simulation of dynamic and vibration response of arms
of flat belt pulleys on the basis of first of the above three approaches [12]. In this work, an idea of
maximum stress under vibration and load variation of the arm of flat belt pulley is achieved.
Abrate [13] reviewed the state-of-the-art in vibration analysis of power transmission belts. Models
available for analyzing the free and forced vibrations of the belt are discussed. Vibrations of belt
drives are also considered, and the influences of several complicating factors are mentioned. In
this paper a need was stressed to model a complete belt drive and accounting for coupling between
transverse belt vibration and pulley rotation.
Saraph [14] presented a three-dimensional finite element stress analysis of a sheave.

Excellent co-relation of results is obtained between the results obtained by FEM and
experimentation. These results indicate that all arms are subjected to different and
varying loads. Belofsky [15] derived a new formulation for the tension ratio Tt=Ts in the
creep regime from the quasi-static equilibrium equation and includes the effect of belt
elasticity, flexural rigidity and varying coefficient of friction along the contact arc. A simplified
solution is found by utilization of experimental slip measurements. It is suggested that the new
theory is better able to explain belt behavior and is in accord with the limited available
experimental data in the creep regime. Under these conditions, tangential stress is theoretically
invariant with belt angle. For slip regime, one equation based on empirical data is proposed for
Tt=Ts: But, after applying these equations, it is found that difference between maximum and
minimum values of the tension ratio is about 15%, which is small as compared to estimating loads
in many actual conveyor belt systems. So, in practice, the Euler’s formula is acceptable in
engineering application.
Kim et al. [16] investigated theoretically the belt behavior to determine the effect of belt velocity

on normal and tangential belt forces and centrifugal tension. Kim et al. [17] studied the friction
characteristics between an abrasive belt and a driver and driven pulley. Normal and tangential
forces have been measured using two different belt pulley interface force transducers. These forces
were found to change almost linearly rather than in an exponential manner as predicted by
classical Euler’s equation. The theoretical and experimental data are closely matching. Virabov
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[18] has studied effect of centrifugal forces on behavior of belt drives and depends on the ratio
between the elasticity of shafts and belt.
Zhang and Zu [19] has solved the coupled non-linear equations of motion of serpentine

belt drive systems using the direct multiple scales method. It is shown that the direct
multiple scales method yields better results for the system than the ordinary discretization
multiple scales method. Kwon and Ih [20] proposed method for obtaining the physical
characteristics of the transverse vibrational power flow through moving rubber belts and
shown that the vibrational power of the two belt-spans flows into the tensioner. It is shown that
the energy flow agrees reasonably well with the predicted results. Pellicano et al. [21], investigated
the effect of pulley eccentricity on the vibration of a power transmission belt and a theoretical
model is developed for validation and identification purposes. Comparisons between analytical
solution and experimental data allow the identification of the unknown parameters of the
analytical model.
Iwatsubo et al. [22] presented a method for analyzing the dynamic characteristics of

driving systems consisting of multiple belts and pulleys. Firstly, an algorithm that derives
the linear equations of motion for arbitrary multi-coupled belt systems is given. Complicated
belt systems consisting of multiple belts and pulleys are regarded as combinations of simple
belt systems consisting of a single belt and several pulleys. Therefore, superposing the equations
of motion for the simple belt systems can derive the equations of motion for the belt systems
and responses of the arbitrary multi-coupled belt systems can be calculated. Moon and
Wickert [23] performed laboratory measurements to identify a particular source of vibration
excitation for v-belts that is attributed to lateral misalignment of the sheaves. Zhang and Zu [24]
performed the modal analysis of linear prototypical serpentine belt drive systems in this study.
The response of serpentine belt drive systems to arbitrary excitations is obtained as a
superposition of orthogonal eigenfunctions. Rim and Kim [25] introduced a method of
identifying both static and dynamic components of belt tension under operating conditions in
this work, which contain all the information on the state of power transmission. The static
component corresponds to the steady state power transmission while non-circularity or
eccentricity of the pulley system surface irregularity of belt and pulley, dynamic loading, etc.
are responsible for the dynamic component. Frequency characteristics of transient vibrations of
the belt caused by an impact on it are analyzed and related to the static and dynamic components
of the tension. An appropriate parameter representing the overall quality of the belt driving
systems is proposed. Kim and Lee [26] proposed a mathematical model for a belt-driven system to
analyze vibration characteristics of driving units having belts, and free and forced vibration
analyses are carried out. The mathematical model for a belt-driven system includes belts, pulleys,
spindle and bearings. The material properties of each belt and the equivalent stiffnesses supported
by pulleys, bearings and a spindle are calculated through experiments. By using Hamilton’s
principle, four non-linear governing equations and 12 non-linear boundary conditions are
derived. To linearize and discretize the non-linear governing equations and boundary conditions,
the perturbation and Galerkin methods are used. Also, the free vibration analyses for various
parameters of a belt-driven system are made, including the tension of a belt, the length of a belt,
the material properties of belts, the belt velocity and the pulley mass. Forced vibration analyses of
the system are performed, and the dynamic responses for the main parameters are analyzed for a
belt-driven system.
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2. Problem formulation

Modak [11] suggested three approaches for studying mechanism of torque transmission from
rim to the shaft through the arms of the pulley [11]:

1. Equal distribution of load zone by the arm based on highly simplified assumption.
2. Equilibrium of rim portion.
3. Qualitative analysis of a suggestion for an approach by FEM.

2.1. Equal distribution of load zone by the arm

This is first of the three above-stated approaches for analyzing the mechanism of torque
transmission of a driven pulley of a belt drive. This approach is based on two assumptions:

1. Rim is thin, almost a lamina.
2. Number of arms present in the load zone takes charge of the load zone angle equally as they

appear in the load zone.

Driven pulley of a belt drive rotating clockwise is as shown in Fig. 1. The arms of the pulley are
designated as OA, OB, OC, OD, OE and OF. Arm OA is assumed to coincide with radial line O1
at any instant of time t ¼ t1: At this instant, four arms OA, OB, OC and OD are in the load zone.
During further rotation, when OD coincides with O2, at an instant t ¼ t2; only three arms OA,
OB and OC will remain in the load zone. Hence during the time duration ðt2 � t1Þ; four arms are
in the load zone. During further rotation of the pulley, arm OF coincides with O1, at an instant
t ¼ t3: Hence during the time ðt3 � t2Þ; three arms are in the load zone. Hence the arm, during its
traversal in the load zone is subjected to varying load as shown in Fig. 2. The computer simulation
of dynamic and vibration response of flat belt drive pulley based on this approach was reported
[12]. In this work, a cursory idea of stress under vibration is achieved and response of an
equivalent spring, mass and damper system is achieved. Comparing the natural frequencies of the
model with other methods checks accuracy of the model.

Tt
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O

Fig. 1. Driven pulley of a belt drive.
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2.2. Equilibrium of rim

In this approach, equilibrium of the portion of the rim under the angle of lap or in the load zone
is considered. But the rim is assumed thin, almost like a lamina. The second assumptions in the
first approach i.e., the number of arms present in the load zone takes charge of the load zone angle
equally as they appear in the load zone, is removed. This equilibrium equation leads to
establishing frictional force produced by the belt on the rim, balanced by the reaction of the arm
under consideration at the rim–arm interface. This approach has two possible solutions each one
leading to an equation of equilibrium of the portion of the rim. These equations have solution but
are not mathematically solvable in the closed form. Hence these equations can be solved on a
computer by iteration. A generalized algorithm can be suggested for finding the armload variation
and stresses in the arm.
The outer surface of the rim is in contact with the belt and because of the friction between them,

motion of the pulley occur as shown in Fig. 1. Frictional force exerted by the belt element on
portion of the rim, subtending an angle df; is as shown in Fig. 3. This elemental frictional force is
given by

dFf ¼ mTdf: ð1Þ

Frictional force per unit length of the arc of contact can be established as

dFf =Rdf ¼ mTdf=Rdf

¼ mT=R: ð2Þ

By Euler’s equation, tension in the belt at any angle f is given by, T ¼ Tse
mf; substituting in

Eq. (2), we get

dFf =Rdf ¼ ðm=RÞTse
mf: ð3Þ

This frictional force is balanced by force produced by arm OA at A.
Fig. 4 shows portion of the rim, subtending angle 104, in which arm OA is present during the

time instant ðt3 � t1Þ: This angle is divided into three parts subtending angle df1; df2; df3 from
line 01 and arm OA is assumed to be present in this load zone. The frictional force, dFf 1;

corresponding to angle 102, is assumed to act at an angle df1=2 from line 01. The frictional force,
dFf 2; corresponding to angle 203, is assumed to act at an angle ðdf1 þ df2=2Þ from line 01 and so
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Fig. 2. Variation of armload as a function of time.
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on. The other force acting on the rim is produced by arm OA at A, neglecting the force produced
by the remaining portion of the rim on the portion under consideration. Hence the portion of the
rim under consideration is assumed to be under equilibrium by two forces, viz.,

1. Resultant of all dFf ’s.
2. Reaction of the arm OA at A on the rim.

Then, for this configuration, the reaction of the force produced by OA at A on the rim is the
load on the arm. For this consideration to be satisfied there are two possibilities:

1. The resultant of all dFf ’s is passing through OA may be oblique to OA.
2. The resultant of all dFf ’s is not passing through OA. In this case OA may be required to supply

certain unbalanced couple.

Then, for this configuration, as shown in Fig. 5 the reaction of the force produced by OA at A
on the rim is the load on the arm, Fa:

δF1

δφ2 δF2

δF3

Y

X
O

1

2

3

4

Fig. 4. Portion of rim under the action of system of forces.
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A

Fq

δφ

1

δF

Fig. 3. Portion of the rim-subtending angle df; subjected to frictional force dFf due to belt–pulley interaction.
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As shown in Fig. 5, if the resultant of all the frictional forces is passing through A, i.e., first
possibility, the X ¼ 0 and there is no unbalanced couple. But if the resultant of all the frictional
forces is not passing through A, i.e., second possibility, then there is some distance X from A at
which the SFf will pass. This leads to presence of unbalanced couple at the rim. The presence of
this unbalanced couple can be shown by applying two equal and opposite forces of the magnitude
SFf ; passing through A, denoted by Fa and Fc: As shown in Fig. 5, the force Fc and SFf creates
the unbalanced couple and Fa is the armload. (Neglecting the force exerted by the remaining
portion of the rim on the portion of lamina under consideration.) The armload Fa is then resolved
into two components Ftan and Fnor: Ftan is perpendicular to the arm OA and Fnor is passing axially
through A inward. Considering the centrifugal force on the arm and the rim due to rotation,
acting radially outwards, Fca and Fcr: The unbalanced couple at the rim is balanced by equal and
opposite couple at the arm. This couple is given by

Cunbal ¼ FtanX : ð4Þ

Equivalent force system acting on the arm, balancing the unbalanced couple at the rim is given
by two equal and opposite forces Fcouple; one acting at the rim end of the arm and other acting at
the hub end of the arm, separated by distance l, the length of arm. Fcouple is given by

Fcouple ¼ Cunbal=L: ð5Þ

2.3. Qualitative analysis of a suggestion for an approach by finite element method

Modak [11] suggested finite element analysis of the complete pulley subjected to load variation
found using two approaches. A three-dimensional model of the complete pulley should be created,
discritized with suitable elements. Load variation found using two approaches should be applied
with given boundary conditions and dynamic response of the arms should be found. Three-
dimensional beam element and brick element will be considered to analyze the problem. This
work is in advanced stage and will be published soon [36].

Cl
X

Fc
Ff

A

Fa

Fig. 5. Free body diagram of the rim (Singru and Modak).
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3. Analysis of rim

In this section the equilibrium of the rim is considered as per second approach discussed in
Section 2.2. The rim is to be iteratively analyzed to find the forces acting on the arm. The angle of
lap is divided into equal sectors of ‘‘turn’’ degrees and this sector ’’turn’’ is divided into ‘‘d’’
number of divisions. As an example of six-arm pulley shown in ‘‘Fig. 1’’, variation of armload as
the arm sweeps the active load zone of 190� can be found by dividing the load zone in eight parts.
Arm under consideration is arm A. The armload is different at every instant; the angle of lap is
divided into eight different sectors. These divisions are based on the case of whether four arms are
in the load zone or three arms are in the load zone. Here the eight cases are for arm in
following instants. Depending on these conditions variation of armload is calculated as follows.
Figs. 6–13 shows only the arms which are in the load zone. Equations so derived in these
subsequent cases are iterative equations presented in Table 1. An iterative algorithm in C like
syntax for finding the armload is stated in Appendix B. Some repetitive steps are not stated in the
algorithm.

S, 1
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3

4E

O

A

Fig. 6. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is entering the load zone.
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A

Fig. 7. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is in sector of 0–10�:
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Fig. 8. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is in sector of 10–60�:
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Fig. 9. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is in sector of 60–70�:
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Fig. 10. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is in sector of 70–120�:
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Fig. 12. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is in sector of 130–180�:
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Fig. 13. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when it is in sector of 180–190�:
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Fig. 11. The instantaneous position of arm A at the instant when in sector of 120–130�:
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3.1. Case 1

As shown in Fig. 6 when the arm A is just on the verge of entering the load zone, the load acting
on the arm under consideration is zero. The load corresponding to sector SO2 acts on arm O2, the
load corresponding to sector 2O3 acts on arm O3 and loads corresponding to sector 3OE acts on
arm O4. During this instant four arms in the load zone.

3.2. Case 2

This is the case of instant when the arm A has turned through an angle less than (lap-180) i.e.,
10� as shown in Fig. 7 in this case. Four arms are present in the load zone and load is distributed
among all the arms. The load of sector SO1 acts on arm O1 or A, load of sector 1O2 acts on arm
O2, load of sector 2O3 acts on arm O3, load of sector 3OE acts on arm O4. Load on arm A
increases as it turns from 0� to 10�: The frictional force is given in Table 1.

3.3. Case 3

This is the case of the instant when the arm A has turned through an angle more than or equal
to (lap-180) i.e., 10� but less than 60� as shown in Fig. 8. At this instant the arm O4 goes out of the

Table 1

Iterative equations of elemental frictional forces in different load zones

S. no. Position of arms Iterative equations Equation no.

1. At the entry of load zone None

2. Between 0� and 10� dffi ¼ mT2e
mðsumþdfi=2Þdfi 6

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=dÞ; 7

f ¼ turnðp=180Þ 8

3. Between 10� and 60� dffi1 ¼ mT2e
mðsumþdfi1=2Þdfi1 9

dffi2 ¼ mT2e
mðfþsumþdfi2=2Þdfi2 10

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=4Þ 11

f ¼ turnðp=180Þ 12

4. Between 60� and 70� dffi ¼ mT2e
mðfþsumþdfi=

2Þdfi 13

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=4Þ 14

f ¼ ðturn � 60Þðp=180Þ 15

5. Between 70� and 120� dffi ¼ mT2e
mððturn p=180Þþsumþdfi=2Þdfi 16

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=4Þ 17

f ¼ ðturn � 60Þðp=180Þ 18

6. Between 120� and 130� dffi ¼ mT2e
mððturn p=180Þþsumþdfi=2Þdfi 19

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=4Þ 20

f ¼ ðturn � 60Þðp=180Þ 21

7. Between 130� and 180� dffi ¼ mT2e
mððturn p=180Þþsumþdfi=2Þdfi 22

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=4Þ 23

f ¼ ðturn � 60Þðp=180Þ 24

8. Between 180� and 190� dffi1 ¼ mT2e
mðfþsumþdfi1=2Þdfi1 25

dffi2 ¼ mT2e
mððturn p=180Þþsumþdfi2=2Þdfi2 26

sum ¼ 0; sum ¼ sum þ ðdf� f=4Þ 27

f ¼ ðturn � 60Þðp=180Þ 28
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load zone and there are three arms in the load zone. Load of sector SO2 act on arm O1, load of
sector 2O3 act on O2, load of sector 3OE act on O3. The load on arm OA gradually increases as it
turns from 10� to 60�: The frictional force is given in Table 1.

3.4. Case 4

This is the case of an instant when the arm A has turned through an angle greater than 60� and
less than 70� as shown in Fig. 9. At this instant the arm under consideration (arm A) becomes the
second arm in the load zone, as a new arm enters into the load zone. Again it becomes a case of
four arms. Load of sector SO1 act on arm O1, load of sector 1O2 act on arm A, load of sector 2O3
act on arm O3, load of sector 3OE act on arm O4. Load on the arm OA decreases in this zone.
The frictional force is given in Table 1.

3.5. Case 5

This is the case of the instant when the arm A has turned through an angle greater than 703 and
less than 1203 as shown in Fig. 10. There are again three arms in the load zone. The load is taken
by the first arm O1 corresponding to sector SO2, load of sector 2O3 is taken by arm O3. During
this period the load on arm OA will go on increasing as the load sector increases from 70� to 120�:
The frictional force is given in Table 1.

3.6. Case 6

This is the case of the instant when the arm A has turned through an angle greater than 1203

and less than 1303 as shown in Fig. 11. There are four arms in the load zone due to entry of new
arm in it. The arm under consideration is now the third arm in the load zone. Load of sector SO1
is taken by arm O1; load of sector 3O4 is taken by arm O4, load of sector 1O2 is taken by arm O2,
and load of sector 2O3 is taken by arm OA. There is increase in load in this zone. The frictional
force is given in Table 1.

3.7. Case 7

This is the case of the instant when the arm A has turned through an angle greater than 1303

and less than 1803 as shown in Fig. 12. There are three arms in the load zone now. Maximum load
is taken by arm O1 corresponding to sector SO2, load of the sector 2O3 is taken by arm O2, and
load of the sector 3OE is taken by arm A. The load on arm A will increase suddenly after angle of
turn exceeds 130� and then the load decreases. The frictional force is given in Table 1.

3.8. Case 8

This is the case of the instant when the arm has turned through an angle greater than 1803 and
less than or equal to 1903 as shown in Fig. 13. There are four arms in the load zone. The arm A
now becomes the fourth arm. The load of sector SO1 is taken by arm O1, the load of sector 1O2 is
taken by arm O2, the load of sector 2O3 act on arm O3, the load of sector 3OE act on arm A
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(i.e., arm O4). Load increases suddenly when angle becomes more than 180� and then decrease
onto 1903: The frictional force is given in Table 1.

4. Case study

This paper is in continuation of paper published by Singru and Modak [12]. In that paper
analytical results were applied to a case study and the cursory idea of stress under vibration is
calculated using first approach [11,12]. This work is continuation of the previous work using
second approach [11,12]. This approach gives us the tangential and normal components of
armload, the unbalanced couple present at the arm–rim interface and stress under vibration. A
comparison of the results obtained by these two approaches is done. By this simulation study it
can be concluded that belt flutter occurs due to presence of this unbalanced couple present at the
arm–rim interface.

4.1. Design of belt drive

The design of belt drive was performed using software CADOM [27–30].
Input power ¼ 21 kW; speed of driving pulley ¼ 750 r:p:m; speed of driven pulley ¼ 250 r:p:m:

The software gave the following design specification of the flat belt drive and pulley. Specification
of driven pulley—material ISC 30, diameter ¼ 1247 mm; diameter of shaft ¼ 63 mm; diameter of
hub ¼ 172 mm; length of hub ¼ 94:5 mm; number of arms ¼ 6; cross-section of the arm is
elliptical with a taper of 1 in 40. Arm specifications are—length of major axis at the hub ¼ 90 mm;
length of minor axis at the hub ¼ 45 mm; width of the rim ¼ 142 mm; thickness of the rim ¼
16:24 mm; crown of the rim ¼ 1:42 mm; angle of lap ¼ 3:33 rad ¼ 190�; length of the arm ¼
529:28 mm; volume of the arm ¼ 0:0011073037229 m3; mass density of material ¼ 7:2�
103 kg=m3; distance of centroid from the axis of rotation ¼ 0:3178 m; modulus of elasticity ¼
9:1� 104 MPa; tension on slack side ¼ 1771:77 N; tension on tight side ¼ 4978:6678 N; average
moment of inertia of the cross section of arm ¼ 1:005� 10�6 m4:

4.2. Computer simulation

For the particular driven pulley, designed in Section 4.1, the necessary portion of the rim is to
be ascertained by iterative process of getting resultant of dff ’s, which is armload and unbalanced
couple. Computer simulation for the system is performed, to get the variation of the tangential
and normal components of armload, the unbalanced couple present at the arm–rim interface and
stress under vibration.
The computer simulation of the above system is undertaken for the pulley design stated above.

Force equilibrium for the arm, shown in Fig. 4, is considered. The variable ‘‘turn’’, the angle
considered for iteration taken at a time out of total angle of lap, ‘‘lap’’, on which the sum of
elementary frictional forces are considered, is varied from 1 to 20 with increment of 1. Number of
divisions of each angle of ‘‘turn’’, is varied from 1 to 20. This variation is done in order to
ascertain the rim by iteration. This process gave us different data files. Graphs for tangential,
normal component of armload, and unbalanced couple are created for angle of iteration, ‘‘turn’’
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varying from 6� to 17� and each angle is divided into number of divisions varying from 6 to 15.
The representative graphs are as shown in Figs. 14–16, for angle 6� and Figs. 17–19 for
angle 16�; the number of divisions of this angle are varied from 6 to 15. The other graphs for angle
‘‘turn’’ varying from 7� to 17�; are drawn by the author but not attached here due to space
constraints.

5. Equation of motion

The arm of the driven pulley of flat belt drive is considered as cantilever beam subjected to
tangential load, normal load and centrifugal load due to pulley rim and arm. From Figs. 15 and
18 it is clear that the normal component of armload is small after 60� i.e., after time instant of
0:04 s: However the values of tangential component of armload and force due to unbalanced
couple, Fcouple is large in this zone. Hence we are neglecting normal component of armload as well
as centrifugal load due to pulley rim and arm itself. Considering F ðtÞ ¼ Ftan þ Fcouple as total load
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Fig. 14. Tangential component of armload (angle ¼ 6� and div ¼ 6–15).
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Fig. 16. Unbalanced couple acting at arm–rim interface (angle ¼ 6� and div ¼ 6–15).
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Fig. 18. Normal component of armload (angle ¼ 16� and div ¼ 6–15).
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acting on the arm. The equation of motion of the arm is found by making some more
assumptions:

1. Arm is considered as cantilever beam fixed at the hub as shown in Fig. 20.
2. Mass of the arm is assumed to be concentrated at the tip i.e., at the rim of the pulley.
3. Damping present in the arm, called structural damping, is considered in terms of equivalent

viscous damping.
4. Stiffness of cantilever at the tip is considered as equivalent spring stiffness.

5.1. Equivalent mass

The equivalent mass of the arm is given by [31]

Meq ¼ ðmrgÞ=L: ð29Þ

Here the mass of the rotating arm is transferred to its tip by Eq. (29).

5.2. Equivalent spring stiffness

For a cantilever beam subjected to a load at the tip [32], the stiffness is given by

Keq ¼ 3EI=L3: ð30Þ

5.3. Equivalent viscous damping

In this case the structural damping inside the material of the beam can be modelled as equivalent
viscous damping [32,33]. Structural-damping information is well compiled by Lazen [34]. But all the

F (t)

Fig. 20. Arm of a belt drive pulley.
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Fig. 19. Unbalanced couple acting at arm–rim interface (angle ¼ 16� and div ¼ 6–15).
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values of loss coefficients, with which we can find equivalent viscous damping, are valid for harmonic
excitation. Our excitation is different from harmonic excitation; hence, it is difficult to calculate the
exact value of structural damping. Hence only equivalent viscous damping is assumed.
The equivalent viscous damping coefficient is hence given by

Ceq ¼ Meq2xon; ð31Þ

where

on ¼ OðKeq=MeqÞ: ð32Þ

We are not considering damping in our analysis here because in the analysis using first
approach we have considered free vibrations. So we are assuming x ¼ 0 and proceed for finding
equation of motion:

5.4. Equation of armload

The equivalent spring, mass and damper system as shown in Fig. 21, has following governing
differential equation of motion:

Meqd
2x=dt2 þ Ceqdx=dt þ Keqx ¼ F ðtÞ: ð33Þ

This armload F ðtÞ; using Eq. (5) is f ¼ Ftan þ Fcouple: The nature of f is such that it can be
considered as a continuously varying forcing function. A continuous forcing function can be
analyzed by the same methods as a sequence of impacts if it is first converted into such a sequence
[31]. The continuous force–time curve is broken into increments with respect to time and each
increment is an impulse of the form f dti as shown in Fig. 22.
As damping is not considered here Ceq ¼ 0; then system equation becomes

Meqd
2x=dt2 þ Keqx ¼ F ðtÞ: ð34Þ

The equation of motion for a simple spring mass system subjected to impulse of very short
duration f dti ¼ impulse is given by [31]

x ¼ SððimpulseÞi=ðMeqoÞÞ sinoðt � tiÞ: ð35Þ

For a continuous sequence of impulses, the summation sign is replaced by integration,

x ¼
Z t

0

ðð f dtiÞ=ðMeqonÞÞ sinonðt � tiÞ: ð36Þ

Keq

Ceq

Meq

F(t)

Fig. 21. Equivalent spring, mass and damper system.
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Hence,

x ¼
Z t

0

ð f =MeqonÞðsinont cosonti � sinonti cosontÞ dti: ð37Þ

We hold natural frequency of system to be constant; we get amplitude of system as

x ¼ðsinont=MeqonÞ
Z t

0

ð f cosontiÞ dti � ðcosont=MeqonÞ
Z t

0

ð f sinontiÞ dti: ð38Þ

The nature of forcing function f is as shown in Fig. 23, a representative case is only considered
here. There are two methodologies of solving the equation of motion:

1. Considering a best-fit polynomial for the force-time variation.
2. Numerically computing the value of f at every instant and evaluate above equation numerically

at every instant of time. But the accuracy of these results depends on value of dti: During the
simulation using this method it is found, if dti ¼ 0:0067 s; the deflection comes in the range of
0.8–0:9 m: For the value of dti ¼ 0:0000067 s; the deflection comes in the range of 3–4 mm
which is realistic.
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Fig. 22. The continuous force–time curve broken into increments with respect to time and each increment is an impulse

of the form f dti:

TOTAL LOAD Vs. TIME (ANGLE =6)

y = 3E+11x6 - 1E+11x5 + 1E+10x4 - 7E+08x3 + 1E+07x2+ 36252x +
251.12 (DIV=6)

y = 2E+11x6 - 7E+10x5 + 9E+09x4 - 5E+08x3 + 9E+06x2+ 38708x +
131.79 (DIV=8)
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Fig. 23. Force acting on the arm, f ; for angle ¼ 6� and div ¼ 6 and 8, with its polynomial best-fit curve

(a representative case).
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Hence we are considering the first approach here i.e., a best-fit polynomial of sixth degree for
our analysis. As shown in Fig. 23, it closely approximates the complete curve for two
representative and different sets of values of f found during the process of iteration (for angle ¼
6� and div ¼ 6 and 8).
Hence equation of f is assumed as

f ¼ a0 þ a1ti þ a2t
2
i þ a3t

3
i þ a4t

4
i þ a5t

5
i þ a6t

6
i : ð39Þ

Substituting the equation of f in above equation of x; we get

x ¼ðsinont=MeqonÞ
Z t

0

ðða0 þ a1ti þ a2t
2
i þ a3t

3
i þ a4t

4
i þ a5t

5
i þ a6t

6
i Þ cosontiÞ dti

� ðcosont=MeqonÞ
Z t

0

ðða0 þ a1ti þ a2t
2
i þ a3t

3
i þ a4t

4
i þ a5t

5
i þ a6t

6
i Þ sinontiÞ dti:

Performing the integration and substituting the limits, we get, the deflection of arm, as

x ¼ðsin2 ont=Meqo2
nÞ ðK1 þ K2t þ K3t

2 þ K4t
3 þ K5t

4 þ K6t
5 þ K7t

6Þ

� ðcos2 ont=Meqo2
nÞðK14 þ K15t þ K16t

2 þ K17t
3 þ K18t

4 þ K19t
5 þ K20t

6Þ

þ ðsinont cosont=Meqo3
nÞððK8 � K21Þ þ ðK9 � K22Þt þ ðK10 � K23Þt2 þ ðK11 � K24Þt3

þ ðK12 � K25Þt4 þ ðK13 � K26Þt5Þ þ K14=ðMeqo2
nÞ: ð40Þ

The equations for K1 to K26 are given in Appendix A.

5.5. Stress under vibration

The stress under vibration is calculated in the same manner as that of first approach [12]. As the
arm is subjected to varying load, it is subjected to stress under vibration. Equivalent dynamic
load, Fdy required to calculate the stress is given by

Fdy ¼ 3EIx=L3: ð41Þ

Stress is thus given by

sarm ¼ FdyL=Z: ð42Þ
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Fig. 24. Maximum stress under vibration for angle of iteration, ‘‘turn’’, under consideration in the range 6�–17� and

number of divisions of this angle in the range of 6–15.
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The stress in arm is found from each graph and a plot between stresses in arm as a function of
angle for different number of divisions is as shown in Fig. 24.

6. Presence of unbalanced couple and phenomenon of belt flutter

As shown in Fig. 5, there is some unbalanced couple at the rim. In problem formulation, we
have discussed that the reaction couple provided by the arm is balancing this unbalanced couple.
There is a common phenomenon in the flat belt drive i.e., belt flutter. During the rotation of the
pulley in the active load zone, it is observed that there is a belt flutter i.e., the belt leaves the
contact momentarily and again the contact with the pulley is established. During our observation
in our case study, it is found that belt flutter is observed at a definite angle from the entry position
of belt in the load zone. For a 190� angle of lap pulley, it is observed that the belt flutter is
occurring in the last 1/3rd portion of lap angle. The reasons given by field experts are loosening of
belt and change in contact surface friction properties. But even if the belt is properly tightened and
designed friction properties are present, belt flutter occurs in armed pulleys. The reason we are
putting for belt flutter is as follows. The value of unbalanced couple is zero during initial portion
of angle of lap i.e., for j ¼ 190�; Cunbal ¼ 0 upto j ¼ 60–65�: Then Cunbal starts increasing and it
is observed that its value is maximum at j ¼ 135–150�: After the maximum the next value of
Cunbal reduces drastically, almost near to zero. This means that when Cunbal is at maximum, the
arm A is not in a position to provide sufficient equal and opposite reaction couple to the
unbalanced couple at the rim. Not only arm but also there are two more mechanisms, which are
able to provide reaction couple viz. reaction couple provided by the portion of belt in contact with
the portion of lamina under consideration as shown in Fig. 25 and remaining portion of lamina
shown in Fig. 26.

Cb

Rn

µRn T+δT
T

Fig. 25. Reaction couple provided by the portion of belt in contact with the portion of lamina under consideration.

Fs1

Frl
Frr

Cb
Cl

Fs2

Fig. 26. Reaction couple provided by the remaining portion of lamina on the lamina under consideration.
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6.1. Reaction couple produced due to portion of belt in contact with the lamina on lamina under

consideration

Reaction couple provided by the portion of belt in contact with the portion of lamina under
consideration as shown in Fig. 25. The resultant of forces T and T þ dT is passing through nearly
the center of belt thickness wise. This resultant force as well as the frictional force mRn provides
the counterclockwise reaction couple, Cb to the rim to balance the unbalanced couple produced in
the rim.

6.2. Reaction couple provided by remaining portion of the lamina on lamina under consideration

The remaining portion of the lamina exerts tensile forces Frl and Frr and shear force Fs1 and Fs2

on the lamina under consideration as shown in Fig. 26. This system of forces provides the reaction
couple Cl on the rim.

6.3. Explanation of belt flutter

The equilibrium of portion of lamina when considered leads to the fact that resultant of
frictional force is not passing through A and there is presence of certain couple which is balanced
by two systems of forces as per Sections 6.1 and 6.2. During initial rotation of the pulley, this
couple is small and might be getting balanced by reaction forces provided by belt and remaining
portion of lamina. But as this couple Cunbal increases, after some angle of rotation and it is
maximum at certain angle of rotation in the angle of lap, the Cb and Cl is not sufficient to balance
it. This is leading to separation of belt from the pulley momentarily causing belt flutter commonly
occurring in belt drives.

7. Results and discussion

The result of computer simulation of system discussed in Section 4.2 and equation of motion
discussed in Section 5 can be summarized using Eqs. (40) and (42). Results of this approach are
compared with that of first approach in Table 2 [12].

1. From Table 2 it is clear that the second approach results are more refined than the first
approach results even though the results are not converging. The results of second approach in

Table 2

Comparison table of results by first and second approach

S. no. Approach Deflection of arm

(mm)

Stress under

vibration (MPa)

1. First approach [12] 4.18 57.055

2. Second approach (with turn ¼ 6–17� and no.

of division ¼ 6–15. The solution is not

converging. So a range of values is given)

4.23–3.45 59.12–36.094
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the range of turn ¼ 6–17� and d ¼ 6–15, are showing that stress under vibration comes out to
be lower than the first approach. Thus this approach is more refined.

2. In the case study, graph between maximum stress under vibration for angle of iteration ‘‘turn’’
taken at a time out of angle of lap ‘‘lap’’, in the range of 6–17� and number of divisions of this
angle are made to find the frictional force acting on that portion of the rim, in the range of
6–15, shown in Fig. 24.

3. The minimum value of stress under vibration is occurring at an angle of 16� when this angle is
divided into no. of divisions varying from 8 to 15. This simply means that the maximum stress
under vibration is minimum for the angle of 16� irrespective of no. of divisions. Stress induced
for angle ¼ 16� and no. of divisions ¼ 10–15 is in the range of 57.22–36:094 MPa: For pulley
material ISC 30, ultimate tensile strength, Sut ¼ 527 MPa; Factor of safety ¼ 8: Design stress
Sd ¼ 65:9 MPa: This means that for no. of divisions ¼ 10–15, the maximum stress developed is
less than the design stress. So there is over design.

4. A reasonable angle of 6–17� and no. of divisions 6–15 is sufficient to analyze the problem.
5. The values of maximum stress under vibration for angle ¼ 16� and div ¼ 10–15 are less than

the values obtained in the first approach, equal to 57:055 MPa: [12] This shows that second
approximation is more refined than the previous approach, even though the solution is not
converging mathematically. Hence we could conclude that by this approach, we get cursory
idea of nature of variation of stress under vibration.

6. When number of divisions is increased from 6 to 15, for all maximum values of angle of
iteration ‘‘turn’’ for which the unbalanced couple is zero varies in the range of 51–81�: This
means resultant frictional force is passing through the tip of the arm unto this zone. But for the
angle of iteration, taken at a time, for calculating frictional force equal to 16�; the zero
unbalanced couple angle is 64� irrespective of no. of divisions of angle of iteration.

7. The presence of unbalanced couple is a phenomenon needs to be analyzed in details. This
unbalanced couple shows its presence when the arm A, under consideration, is at an angle of
60–70� depending on angle of iteration and number of divisions of this angle. This sudden
presence of unbalanced couple is because of presence of fourth arm in the load zone. The
moment the fourth arm enters the load zone after arm A turns 60�; there is a load sharing by this
fourth arm. The dynamic equilibrium of the system gets disturbed. This load sharing leads to the
fact that the resultant of frictional forces is not passing through A. During the further motion of
the arm, this unbalanced couple increases and is maximum at around 150�:When A is at 150�; E
is at 30� and F is at 90�; the load is shared by three arms and no other arm is near to its entry
into the load zone, nor at the exit of the load zone. The maximum value of unbalanced couple is
attributed to this reason. Then the arm D enters the load zone and A start it exit from the load
zone. When A is at 180�; arm D enters the load zone and we have four arms to share the load.
This leads to lowering the value of unbalanced couple from 150� to 180�: After 180–190�; there
is again the presence of this unbalanced couple but its values are small.

8. Conclusions

1. The current design criterion of flat belt drive pulley on the basis that half the arms take the load
appears true practically. This is because; the factor of safety is very high, of the order of 8.
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Owing to limitations of casting process, the rim cannot be made thin. Hence rim thickness is
more than what is assumed, the armload variation less than predicted. With the hypothesis
stated in problem formulation, we found that the factor of safety is in the range of 8–10. So
current design is an over design.

2. The arm vibrations resulting in arm failure is not reported from industry. The reason is that the
system, even though subjected to varying load, as discussed in first and second approach, settles
quickly. As per the first approach, it is a classic example of Posicast Control System [12].

3. As discussed in second approach, the arm is subjected to varying load and there is a presence of
unbalanced couple at the arm–rim interface. This unbalanced couple leads to phenomenon of
belt flutter, which is observed commonly.

4. This study gives us cursory idea of stress under vibration of the arm and nature of armload
variation.

5. By this study a new avenue of analyzing the flat belt drive pulley is suggested and the
comparative results of both approaches suggests that second approach is more refined than the
first approach [12].

9. Scope of future work

The results of these two approaches can be compared with the third approach using FEM as
discussed in Section 2.3 and then experimentally verified [35,36]. This work is in progress.

Appendix A

The quantities K1 to K26 are given by following equations:

K1 ¼ a0 � ð2a2=o2
nÞ þ ð24a4=o4

nÞ � ð720=o6
nÞ; ðA:1Þ

K2 ¼ a1 þ a2 � ð6a3=o2
nÞ þ ð120a5=o4

nÞ; ðA:2Þ

K3 ¼ ð�12a4=o2
nÞ þ ð360a6=o4

nÞ; ðA:3Þ

K4 ¼ a3 � ð20a5=o2
nÞ; ðA:4Þ

K5 ¼ a4 � ð30a6=o2
nÞ; ðA:5Þ

K6 ¼ a5; ðA:6Þ

K7 ¼ a6; ðA:7Þ

K8 ¼ a1 � ð6a3=o2
nÞ þ ð120a5=o4

nÞ; ðA:8Þ

K9 ¼ 2a2 � ð24a4=o2
nÞ þ ð720a6=o4

nÞ; ðA:9Þ

K10 ¼ 3a3 � ð60a5=o2
nÞ; ðA:10Þ
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K11 ¼ 4a4 � ð120a6=o2
nÞ; ðA:11Þ

K12 ¼ 5a5; ðA:12Þ

K13 ¼ 6a6; ðA:13Þ

K14 ¼ ð�a0 þ ð2�a2=o2
nÞ � ð24a4=o4

nÞ þ ð720a6=o6
nÞÞ; ðA:14Þ

K15 ¼ ð�a1 þ ð6a3=o2
nÞ � ð120a5=o4

nÞÞ; ðA:15Þ

K16 ¼ ð�a2 þ ð12a4=o2
nÞ � ð360a6=o4

nÞÞ; ðA:16Þ

K17 ¼ ð�a3 þ 20a5=o2
nÞ; ðA:17Þ

K18 ¼ ð�a4 þ 30a6Þ; ðA:18Þ

K19 ¼ ð�a5Þ; ðA:19Þ

K20 ¼ ð�a6Þ; ðA:20Þ

K21 ¼ ða1 � ð6a3=o2
nÞ þ ð120a5=o4

nÞÞ; ðA:21Þ

K22 ¼ 2a2 � ð24a4=o2
nÞ þ ð720a6=o4

nÞÞ; ðA:22Þ

K23 ¼ ð3a2 � 60ða5=o2
nÞÞ; ðA:23Þ

K24 ¼ ð4a4 � ð120a6=o2
nÞÞ; ðA:24Þ

K25 ¼ 5a5; ðA:25Þ

K26 ¼ 6a6: ðA:26Þ

Appendix B. Algorithm: Approach 2

VARIABLE DEFINITION

FLOAT

T2/tension in slack side
Lap/angle of lap
xsum, ysum, sum /variables used in program to collect the sum
dphi=dphi ¼ ðphi=dÞ; Angle of lap under consideration at dth part of total angle turn
theta/final value of angle of lap in the load zone under consideration
dtheta ¼ ðturn�PI/180)-angle made by resultant frictional force with respect to line OA
turn/ Angle considered for iteration out of total angle ‘lap’
d/number of divisions of angle of iteration
j/intermediate variable
n/rpm of pulley
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t/any time instant
period/time taken for one revolution of pulley
phi=phi ¼ turn�PI/180
aload/normal component of armload
xr, yr/resultant frictional forces in x and y direction respectively
tload/tangential component of armload
dtheta/small angle out of ‘‘turn’’ considered for iteration
x/distance between the resultant of frictional forces and A
ft/equivalent load of the couple
force/x-component of resultant force
couple/unbalance couple
p/total tangential load
dd,ss/intermediate variables in algorithm
ps/stress in arm
sut/ultimate tensile strength of material
h/average value of major axis of elliptical cross section
mu/coefficient of friction between pulley and belt
tu1, tu2/range of variable ‘‘turn’’
di1, di2/range of number of divisions of each ‘‘turn’’
dturn/intermediate variable
st [20]/counter to change variable ‘‘turn’’
FILE DEFINITION

FILE�fp1;
CONSTANT DEFINITION

E ¼ 2:71829;PI ¼ 3:1415926

STRUCTURE 
      { 

 float df[4] 
 float xcomp[4] 
 float ycomp[4] 
 float resf 
 float restheta 

      }f,temp 
Step 1 [Read input parameters from keyboard] 

READ (t2, lap, mu, n, sut, h, tu1, tu2, di1, di2) 
Step 2 [ For the first region in the load zone when four arm are present in it] 

period = 60/n 
for(dturn=tu1;dturn<=tu2;dturn++) 
        { 
        for(d=di1;d<=di2;d++)   

for(turn=dturn;turn<=(lap-180);turn+=dturn) 
      { 

 phi = turn*PI/180 
 for(dphi=(phi/d),j=0;j<=3;dphi+=(phi/d),j++) 
 { 
  sum = sum + (dphi - phi/d) 
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  f.df[j] = mu * t2*pow(E,(mu*(sum+dhpi/2)))*dphi    
} 
sum=0 
for(theta=(phi/(d*2)),j=0;j<=3;theta+=(phi/d),j++) 
    { 
      f.xcomp[j] =  f.df[j]*cos(theta) 
      f.ycomp[j] =  f.df[j]*sin(theta) 
      xsum += f.xcomp[j] 
      ysum += f.ycomp[j] 
    } 
 f.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
 f.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 
 aload = f.resf*sin(f.restheta)[normal component] 
 tload = f.resf*cos(f.restheta)[tangential component] 
 t = period * turn / 360 
dtheta=(turn*PI/180)-f.restheta 
 x = l*abs(dtheta)*tan(abs(dtheta)) 
 force = f.resf*cos(abs(dtheta)) 
 couple = force*x [Unbalanced Couple] 
ft=couple/(l) 
 p=tload+ft [Total Load Acting on Arm to Find Stress] 
 dd= (32*p*l/(3.14*h*h*h)+4*aload/(3.14*h*h)) 
 ss= 32*aload/(3*3.14*h*h) 
 ps=dd+sqrt(dd*dd+ss*ss)[Stress Under Vibration] 
WRITE_FILE(fp1,””,t,aload,tload,couple,p,ps) 

xsum=0 
ysum=0 

      } 
  CLOSE_FILE(fp1) 
   } 
   st[dturn]=turn; 
 } 

Step 3 [For the second region in the load zone when three arms are present in it]  
   for(dturn=tu1;dturn<=tu2;dturn++) 

  { 
  for(d=di1;d<=di2;d++) 
  { 

fp1=OPEN_FILE(name,"w") 
 for(turn=st[dturn];turn<=60;turn+=dturn) 
   { 
     phi=turn*PI/180 
     for(dphi=(phi/d),j=0;j<=3;dphi+=(phi/d),j++) 

{ 
   sum = sum + (dphi - phi/d) 
   f.df[j] = mu * t2 * pow(E,(mu*(sum+dphi/2)))*dphi 

} 
sum =0 

     for(theta=(phi/(d*2)),j=0;j<=3;theta+=(phi/d),j++) 
{ 

   f.xcomp[j] =  f.df[j]*cos(theta) 
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   f.ycomp[j] =  f.df[j]*sin(theta) 
   xsum += f.xcomp[j] 
   ysum += f.ycomp[j] 

} 
     f.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
     f.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 
     xsum=0 
     ysum=0 
     for(dphi=PI/(3*d),j=0;j<=3;dphi+=PI/(3*d),j++) 

{ 
   sum = sum + (dphi - PI/(3*d)) 
   temp.df[j]=mu*t2*pow(E,(mu*(phi+sum+dphi/2)))*dphi 

} 
sum =0 

     for(theta=PI/(6*d),j=0;j<=3;theta+=PI/(3*d),j++) 
{ 

temp.xcomp[j] =  temp.df[j]*cos(theta)         temp.ycomp[j] =  
temp.df[j]*sin(theta) 
xsum += temp.xcomp[j] 
ysum += temp.ycomp[j] 

} 
     temp.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
     temp.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 
  xr=f.resf*cos(f.restheta)+emp.resf*cos((temp.restheta+phi)) 

yr=f.resf*sin(f.restheta)+temp.resf*sin((temp.restheta+phi)) 
     f.resf = pow((xr*xr + yr*yr),0.5) 
     f.restheta = atan(yr/xr) 
     aload = f.resf*sin(f.restheta) 
     tload = f.resf*cos(f.restheta) 
     t = period * turn / 360 
     dtheta=(turn*PI/180)-f.restheta 
     x = l*abs(dtheta)*tan(abs(dtheta)) 
     force = f.resf*cos(abs(dtheta)) 
     couple = force*x 
     ft=couple/(l) 

p=tload+ft 
 dd= (32*p*l/(3.14*h*h*h)+4*aload/(3.14*h*h)) 
 ss= 32*aload/(3*3.14*h*h) 
ps=dd+sqrt(dd*dd+ss*ss) 
 WRITE_FILE(fp1,"", t,aload,tload,couple,p,ps) 

     xsum = 0 
     ysum = 0 
      } 
  CLOSE_FILE(fp1) 
   } 
   st[dturn]=turn 
 } 

Step 4 [ For the third region in the load zone when four arms are present in it] 
  for(dturn=tu1;dturn<=tu2;dturn++) 
   { 
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   { 
fp1=OPEN_FILE(nam e,"w") 

for(turn=st[dturn];turn<=(120+(lap-180));turn+=dturn) 
    { 
     phi = (turn-60)*PI/180 
     for(dphi=PI/(3*d),j=0;j<=3;dphi+=PI/(3*d),j++) 

{ 
   sum = sum + (dphi - PI/(3*d)) 
   f.df[j]=mu*t2*pow(E,(mu*(phi+sum+dphi/2)))*dphi 

} 
sum =0 

     for(theta=PI/(6*d),j=0;j<=3;theta+=PI/(3*d),j++) 
{ 

   f.xcomp[j] =  f.df[j]*cos(theta) 
   f.ycomp[j] =  f.df[j]*sin(theta) 
   xsum += f.xcomp[j] 
   ysum += f.ycomp[j] 

} 
     f.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
     f.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 
     aload = f.resf*sin(f.restheta) 
     tload = f.resf*cos(f.restheta) 
     t = period * turn / 360 
     dtheta=(turn*PI/180)-f.restheta 
     x = l*abs(dtheta)*tan(abs(dtheta)) 
     force = f.resf*cos(abs(dtheta)) 
     couple = force*x 
     ft=couple/(l) 

p=tload+ft 
 dd= (32*p*l/(3.14*h*h*h)+4*aload/(3.14*h*h)) 
 ss= 32*aload/(3*3.14*h*h) 
 ps=dd+sqrt(dd*dd+ss*ss)      

     WRITE_FILE(fp6,"    ",t,aload,tload,couple,p,ps)  
     xsum=0 
     ysum=0 
     } 
  CLOSE_FILE(fp1) 
    } 
    st[dturn]=turn 
 } 

Step 5 [ For the fourth region in the load zone when three arms are present in it] 
  for(dturn=tu1;dturn<=tu2;dturn++) 
   { for(d=di1;d<=di2;d++) 

    { 
 fp1=OPEN_FILE(name,"w") 

  for(turn=st[dturn];turn<=180;turn+=dturn) 
    { 

phi = (lap-turn)*PI/180 
     for(dphi=phi/d,j=0;j<=3;dphi+=phi/d,j++) 

for(d=di1;d<=di2;d++) 
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{ 
   sum = sum + (dphi - phi/d)    

f.df[j]=mu*t2*pow(E,(mu*((turn*PI/180)+sum+dphi/2)))*dphi }
sum =0 

     for(theta=phi/(d*2),j=0;j<=3;theta+=phi/d,j++) 
{ 

   f.xcomp[j] =  f.df[j]*cos(theta) 
   f.ycomp[j] =  f.df[j]*sin(theta) 
   xsum += f.xcomp[j] 
   ysum += f.ycomp[j] 

} 
     f.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
     f.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 
     aload = f.resf*sin(f.restheta) 
     tload = f.resf*cos(f.restheta) 
     t = period * turn / 360 
     dtheta=(turn*PI/180)-f.restheta 
     x = l*abs(dtheta)*tan(abs(dtheta)) 
     force = f.resf*cos(abs(dtheta)) 
     couple = force*x 
     ft=couple/(l) 

p=tload+ft 
 dd= (32*p*l/(3.14*h*h*h)+4*aload/(3.14*h*h)) 
 ss= 32*aload/(3*3.14*h*h) 
 ps=dd+sqrt(dd*dd+ss*ss)    

     WRITE_FILE(fp1,"       ",t,aload,tload,couple,p,ps) 
     xsum=0 
     ysum=0 
     } 
  CLOSE_FILE(fp1) 
   } 
   st[dturn]=turn 
 } 

Step 6 [For the fifth region in the load zone when four arms are present in it] 
for(dturn=tu1;dturn<=tu2;dturn++) 
  {  
    for(d=di1;d<=di2;d++) 
    { 

fp1=OPEN_FILE(nam e,"w") 
      for(turn=st[dturn];turn<=lap;turn+=dturn) 
       { 
       phi=(turn-60)*PI/180 
       for(dphi=PI/(3*d),j=0;j<=3;dphi+=PI/(3*d),j++) 

  { 
   sum = sum + (dphi - PI/12) 
   f.df[j]=mu*t2*pow(E,(mu*(phi+sum+dphi/2)))*dphi 
  } 
  sum=0 

      for(theta=PI/(6*d),j=0;j<=3;theta+=PI/(3*d),j++) 
  { 
   f.xcomp[j] =  f.df[j]*cos(theta) 
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   f.ycomp[j] =  f.df[j]*sin(theta) 
   xsum += f.xcomp[j] 
   ysum += f.ycomp[j] 
  } 

     f.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
     f.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 
     xsum=0 
     ysum=0 
     phi = (lap-turn)*PI/180; 
     for(dphi=phi/d,j=0;j<=3;dphi+=phi/d,j++) 

{ 
   sum = sum + (dphi - phi/d) 

temp.df[j]=mu*t2*pow(E,(mu*((turn*PI/180)+sum+dphi/2)))*dphi 
} 
sum =0 

     for(theta=phi/(d*2),j=0;j<=3;theta+=phi/d,j++) 
{ 

   temp.xcomp[j] =  temp.df[j]*cos(theta) 
   temp.ycomp[j] =  temp.df[j]*sin(theta) 
   xsum += temp.xcomp[j] 
   ysum += temp.ycomp[j] 

} 
     temp.resf = pow((xsum*xsum + ysum*ysum),0.5) 
     temp.restheta = atan(ysum/xsum) 

xr=f.resf*cos(f.restheta)+temp.resf*cos((temp.restheta+PI/3))    
yr=f.resf*sin(f.restheta)+temp.resf*sin((temp.restheta+PI/3)) 
     f.resf = pow((xr*xr + yr*yr),0.5) 
     f.restheta = atan(yr/xr) 
     aload = f.resf*sin(f.restheta) 
     tload = f.resf*cos(f.restheta) 
     t = period * turn / 360 
     dtheta=(turn*PI/180)-f.restheta 
     x = l*abs(dtheta)*tan(abs(dtheta)) 
     force = f.resf*cos(abs(dtheta)) 
     couple = force*x 
     ft=couple/(l) 

 p=tload+ft 
 dd= (32*p*l/(3.14*h*h*h)+4*aload/(3.14*h*h)) 
 ss= 32*aload/(3*3.14*h*h) 

 ps=dd+sqrt(dd*dd+ss*ss) 
     WRITE_FILE(fp1,"",t,aload,tload,couple,p,ps)  
     xsum=0 
     ysum=0 
     } 
    CLOSE_FILE(fp1) 
  } 
  } 

Step 7 [Should be same as Step 5] 
Step 8 [Should be same as Step 4] 
 }
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Appendix C. Nomenclature

a0; a1;y; a6 coefficients of polynomial equation of f
C center distance, m
Cunbal unbalanced couple, N m
Ceq equivalent viscous damping
Cb reaction couple provided by the belt on the rim, N m
Cl reaction couple provided by the remaining portion of the lamina on the portion of

lamina under consideration, N m
D number of divisions of the angle ‘turn’ done to perform the iteration
D1 diameter of smaller pulley, m
D2 diameter of larger pulley, m
E modulus of elasticity of the pulley material, N=mm2

dFf elemental frictional force, N
dFfi elemental frictional force at an angle dfi from line of symmetry 01 as shown in Fig.

4, NP
Ff resultant frictional force, N

Fc equal and opposite force applied at A equal to
P

Ff ;N
Fca centrifugal force acting on the arm, N
Fcr centrifugal force acting on the rim, N
Ftan tangential component of resultant frictional force, N
Fnor normal component of resultant frictional force, N
Fa reaction of the arm OA at A
F force acting on the arm considered equal to F ðtÞ; N
FðtÞ arm load at any instant of time t; N
Fcouple force calculated by transferring the unbalanced couple Cunbal to an equivalent force

system of two equal and opposite forces separated by distance lcouple; N
Fs1;Fs2 shear forces acting on the lamina under consideration due to remaining portion of

lamina, N
Frl ;Frr tensile forces acting on the lamina under consideration due to left and right side of

the remaining rim portion, N
Fdy equivalent dynamic load acting on the arm
I moment of inertia of the arm cross-section, m4

impulse ðf dtiÞ is termed as impulse
Keq equivalent spring stiffness, N/m
K1yK26 constants in equation of � (40) explained in Appendix A
Lap total angle of lap of the pulley, rad
L length of the arm, m
lcouple couple arm, m
Meq equivalent mass of the arm of the pulley, kg
M mass of the arm of the pulley, kg
P power transmitted, W
R radius of the pulley, mm
Rn reaction of the arm on the rim, N
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rg distance of center of mass of arm of pulley from hub, m
turn angle considered for iteration out of total angle ‘lap’
T the tension in the belt at any angle of f from the line of symmetry 01 in Fig. 1,

N (Eq. (2))
t1; t2; t3 time instances of positions of arms in the load zones, sec
ti time at which the impulse ð f dtiÞ is applied and is a variation in the equation
t time at which we observe the system
Ts tension on loose side, N
Tt tension on tight side, N
X unbalanced couple arm, m
X deflection of the arm, m
Z section modulus of the arm, m3

f angle of lap or contact, rad
on natural frequency of the arm, rad/s
fi active angle of the lap at any instant of time t; rad
dfi angle of lap under consideration at ith part of total angle turn, rad
sarm stress under vibration induced in the arm of the pulley, MPa
+104 angle of lap in the active load zone, rad (Fig. 5)
m coefficient of friction (for belt-pulley surface)
x damping coefficient
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